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Abstract 
Repeating patterns make up a significant fraction of DNA and protein molecules. These 
repeating regions are important to biological function because they may act as catalytic, 
regulatory or evolutionary sites and because they have been implicated in human disease. 
Additionally, these regions often serve as useful laboratory tools for such tasks as localizing 
genes on a chromosome and DNA fingerprinting. In this paper, we present a space efficient 
algorithm for finding the maximum alignment score for any two substrings of a single string 
T under the condition that the substrings do not overlap. In a biological context, this 
corresponds to the largest repeating region in the molecule. The algorithm runs in 0(n2 log’ n) 
time and uses only 0(n2) space. 
1. Introduction 
DNA and proteins are long linear molecules made up of several kinds of individual 
units. In DNA, there are four kinds of units (bases or nucleotides); in proteins there are 
20 kinds of units (amino acids). Because of their linear structure, these molecules can be 
thought of as strings over a finite alphabet. 
Repeating patterns make up a significant fraction of DNA and protein molecules. 
The exact function of many of these repeating regions is unknown. In some cases (e.g. 
the protein collagen), the repetition produces a structural attribute. But, in many 
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others, the repetition may function as a catalytic, regulatory or evolutionary site. For 
example, the centromeric region of DNA controls the movement of the chromosome 
during cell division. This region, termed a satellite, consists of many contiguous copies 
of a species pecific pattern and may serve as a protein binding site. 
In still other cases, repeating regions have been implicated in human disease. 
A region consisting of a three-nucleotide repeat on the human X chromosome is 
sometimes replicated incorrectly, causing the number of repeats to balloon from 50 to 
hundreds or thousands. Individuals with this defect suffer from fragile-X mental 
retardation, Several other diseases are also now known to have their basis in huge 
expansions of different trinucleotide repeats. 
Besides their importance in understanding protein and DNA function, repeating 
regions are useful aboratory tools. For example, the number of copies of a pattern at 
a particular site on a chromosome is often variable among individuals (polymorphic). 
Such polymorphic regions are helpful in localizing genes to specific regions of the 
chromosome and also in determining the probability of a match between two samples 
of genetic material (DNA fingerprinting). 
Given their importance and given the exponential growth in the size of the DNA 
and protein databases, efficient methods for detecting repeating regions are required. 
Additionally, because the really efficient methods are heuristic, a method that has both 
greater sensitivity and exactitude is required to corroborate and extend the results. 
Due to the action of evolutionary mutation, repeating regions rarely consist of 
exact repeats. Rather they are approximate repeats contaminated with substitutions, 
deletions and insertions. It is thus natural to consider approximate string matching 
techniques when designing algorithms for detecting repeats. 
Let T= tI . . . t, and W= wl...w, be two strings over an alphabet C. Let 
T[i,j] = ti . . . tj and W[g,h] = wg . . . wh be two substrings. An alignment of T[i,j] and 
W[g, h] is a sequence Q of edit operations [S] that transforms substring T[i,j] into 
substring W[g,h]. The allowed operations are: insert a symbol into T[i,j], delete 
a symbol from T[i,j] and replace a symbol in T[i,j] with a (possibly identical) 
symbol in W[g, h]. If a weighting function 6 is defined for each possible edit operation 
[9], then we can compute a score for an alignment by adding the weights assigned to 
each operation in Q. 
In the global alignment problem, we seek the optimal cost alignment for T and W. In 
the local alignment problem, initial deletions and terminal insertions have zero cost. 
This has the effect of permitting a global alignment for any two substrings T[i, j] and 
W[g,h]. Either problem can be solved in O(nm) time by dynamic programming. 
Typically, in the biological domain, S is negative for all operations except replacement 
of similar symbols and the object is to maximize the alignment score. 
In this paper, we consider the problem of finding the maximum alignment score for 
any two substrings of a single string T under the condition that the substrings do not 
overlap, that is, the maximum alignment score between two substrings T[g,h] and 
T[i,j] such that g < h < i d j. In a biological context, this corresponds to the largest 
repeating region in the molecule. 
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In [6], Miller observed that for a general weighting function 6, the problem can be 
solved in O(n3) time and O(n2) space by a modification of the Smith-Waterman 
algorithm [8]. That time was improved by Kannan and Myers [2] to O(n2 log’ n) in 
a rather complicated recursive algorithm. Unfortunately, their algorithm requires 
O(n2 log n) space. They considered reducing the space to O(n2) to be an important 
open problem. 
In a similar vein, Landau and Schmidt [4] gave an algorithm for identifying 
approximate tandem or contiguous repeats. Their algorithm uses a very restricted 
weighting function for the edit operations. Either insertions and deletions have infinite 
negative weight (Hamming distance) or each edit operation has a weight of one (edit 
distance). The time for their algorithm is O(knlog(n/k)) for a Hamming distance of at 
most k and O(knlog klogn) for an edit distance of at most k. Note that this matches 
the time of the Kannan-Myers algorithm when the edit distance is at most n. 
The main contribution of this paper is a new, space efJicient algorithm for finding the 
maximum alignment score for two nonoverlapping substrings of a sequence T. Our 
algorithm is simpler than the algorithm of [2], uses the same time and uses only 0(n2) 
space. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows, In Section 2, we formally define 
our problem. In Section 3 we briefly discuss edit graphs and two algorithms by other 
authors that we use as subroutines. In Section 4 we present an overview of our 
algorithm. In Section 5 we introduce the idea of ranks and show how they can be built 
and used efficiently and in Section 6 we present a new algorithm satisfying the time 
and space bounds we claim. 
2. Problem description 
Let T= t 1 . . . t, be a sequence and 6 a weighting function. Let S([g, h], [i,j]) be the 
best alignment score for substrings, T[g, h] and T[i,j]. We seek to find 
H= max {S([g, hl, CiJl)) T 
that is, the maximum alignment score for two nonoverlapping substrings of T. Miller 
[6] calls such nonoverlapping regions twins and we adopt this nomenclature. 
Without loss of generality, we will assume that n is a power of 2. This can be 
accomplished by padding the sequence if necessary. Although in this paper we only 
discuss finding the best score, we can additionally find the substrings, and once the 
substrings are determined the alignment can be computed in time and space O(n2). 
3. Preliminaries 
The best local alignment score for a string T versus itself can be computed by the 
Smith-Waterman [8] dynamic programming algorithm. If we exclude the trivial 
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Fig. 1. (a) Edit graph for the scoring matrix; (b) the lower triangular part of the edit graph and a twin 
(dotted) bounded by i. 
alignment of T with itself, the resulting alignment consists of two (possibly overlap- 
ping) substrings of T. Let S(i,j) = S([*, i], [*, j]) be the best scoring alignment 
between any substring ending at Ti and any substring ending at Tj. The recurrence is 
simple: 
S(i, j - 1) + 6(insert Tj), 
S(i,j) = max 
S(i - 1, j) + G(delete Ti), 
S(i - 1, j - 1) + 6(replace 
0. 
Ti with Tj), 
The final option, which restricts the scores to nonnegative values, permits local 
alignment, hat is, the starting indices of the substrings are not fixed. 
Note that computing a single entry in the scoring matrix requires knowing the value 
of only three other entries. Because of this, the scoring matrix can be viewed as 
a weighted edit graph [3,7] where the entries are the nodes and the weights 6 are 
assigned to the edges (Fig. 1). An alignment consists of a path through the edit graph 
and its score is the sum of the edge weights along the path. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we will think of our problem in terms of 
finding high scoring paths in the edit graph. 
As has been observed [Z], a path in the edit graph is a twin iff it lies entirely within 
a rectangle bounded by row i and column i for some i, 1 < i < n, and because of this, 
we need consider only the lower triangular part of the edit graph. 
In our algorithm, we will use two other algorithms as subroutines. They are (1) the 
DIST table construction algorithm from [l] and (2) the Propagate algorithm from 
[a]. In the remainder of this section, we give a brief overview of each algorithm. 
3.1. DIST table construction 
Let G be an n x m edit graph. Let L.T be the set of nodes on the left and top edges of 
G. Similarly, let RB be the set of nodes on the right and bottom edges of G. We seek to 
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Fig. 2. (a) The DIST table for G contains best scores from every node in LT to every node in RB; 
(b) algorithm Propagate finds the best score OUT(y) for every node y E RB given initial values IN(x) on 
every node x E LT. 
construct a table DIST, [x, y] that gives the best score through G from every node 
x E LT to every node y E RB (Fig. 2). In Cl], it was shown that the time to construct 
such a table is O((n + m)‘log(n + m)). The construction is done recursively by 
dividing G into four equal-sized subgraphs, finding the tables for each subgraph and 
then combining the tables. Combining takes O((n + m)‘) time and relies on the fact 
[l] that for a given node x E LT and two nodes y, y’ E RB ordered counterclockwise, 
the “leftmost” best scoring path from x to y cannot cross the leftmost best scoring path 
from x to y’. 
3.2. Propagate algorithm 
Let G be an n x m edit graph as above. Suppose we assign a value IN(x) 
to each node x E LT. We want to determine the following maximum values 
OUT(y): 
Vy E RB, OUT(y) = max (ZN(x) + DZST, [x, y] >, 
xeLT 
that is, the best value that comes out of y given the initial values on x (Fig. 2). 
Using the same property of noncrossing best scoring paths, [2] show how 
to compute OUT(y). Start by imposing a clockwise ordering on the nodes x E LT 
and a counterclockwise ordering on the nodes y E RB. The method is to first 
find the best score for ymid, the middle y E RB. The sums IN(x) + DZST, [x, ymid] 
are computed for all x E LT and the lowest ordered node Xj which maximizes 
the sum is chosen. The best scores are then found recursively for all y ordered 
below ymid Using Only x1,. . . Xj and for all y ordered above ymid using only 
Xjr ***9Xn+m. The time is O((n + m) log (n + m) + (n + m)) which becomes 0 (n log n) 
when G is a square. 
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4. Algorithm overview 
Our algorithm will work as follows (Fig. 5): 
1. Divide the edit graph into rectangles and, within each, use dynamic programming 
[8] to find the best score to every node. The rectangles are arranged so that 
alignments are nonoverlapping. This handles some but not all possible nonover- 
lapping alignments. 
2. Adjacent rectangles form an upper and lower panel where a nonoverlapping 
alignment can begin and end. Find the best remaining nonoverlapping scores from 
nodes in a panel [k,j] of rows to nodes in a panel [k,j] of columns. Note that the 
union of these panels can be divided into an upper rectangle A, a lower rectangle 
B and a triangle T. 
(a) For alignments with at least one end in either rectangle A or B, we jump best 
values through a series of DIST tables. 
(b) For alignments trictly within the triangle T, we recurse. 
Our algorithm is able to make an improvement in the space requirement because of 
several new ideas: 
l In step 1, we let the rectangles be geometrically decreasing in size. 
l In step 2, we interleave the jumping of the values and the construction of larger 
DIST tables. 
l In step 2, we observe that by maintaining nonincreasing lists of scores while 
jumping, we can limit the number of scores that must be considered by each node. 
These ideas are elaborated upon in the discussion below. 
5. Ranks of tables 
In this section, we show how to efficiently jump a set of scores through a series of 
DIST tables. Let G be an n x M edit graph with n 6 m. Let there be m/n consecutive 
n x n DIST tables D 1, . . . , D,,, covering G (see Fig. 3). We call such a collection of 
tables a rank. The size of a rank is the length of a side of a DIST table in the rank. Here 
the rank has size n. 
We begin by showing that a set of IN values can be efficiently jumped across 
G using the rank of tables. A similar idea appears in algorithm Mesh-propagate 
in [Z]. 
Lemma 1. Let G be an n x m edit graph with n < m. Let a size n rank of DIST tables 
cover G as above. Let each node x E LTo have an associated score IN(x). Then the best 
score to each element y E RBo that originates anywhere in LTo can be computed in time 
O(mlogn). 
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Fig. 3. Computing the values OUT(y) with a rank of DIST tables. 
Proof (see Fig. Let c, the column the left of DIST and let 
be the of nodes the right bottom edges D,. We by induction the 
best score LT, to element y RB, is 
VY ERB,, OUT(y) = max {VALUE(x) + D, [x, y]}, 
XELT, 
where 
VALUE(x) = 
I 
ZN (4 if XELT~, 
OUT(x) if XERB,_~. 
That is, the best score to a node y E RB, consists of the maximum sum of (1) the score 
in node x E LT, and (2) the edge-to-edge score of x to y. Clearly, this is true for D1. 
Inductively, suppose it is true for Dt . In Dk+ 1, the best score comes either from the 
nodes x on the top of Dk+ 1 or from the nodes to the left of ck+ 1. The definition 
correctly selects a maximum from the nodes on the top. For a node x to the left, note 
that a best scoring path can be partitioned into a best scoring path from x to ck + f and 
a best scoring path from ck+ 1 to y. Again, the definition correctly selects a maximum. 
To compute the best scores on row n, we compute for each table D, in order for 
z=12 > ,-*.I the best scores to RB, using the algorithm Propagate [2]. The time for 
one table is 0 (n log n). There are m/n tables so the total time is O(m log n). 0 
Lemma 2. The space required to store a rank of DZST tables is O(the area that the 
tables cover). 
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Proof. In a rank of size k, each table is square, so the edge-to-edge information 
occupies O(k’) space, which is O(the area covered by the table). 0 
5.1. Building the ranks 
Next we consider how to efficiently build and discard a sequence of DIST table 
ranks. Consider a block of n rows in an edit graph. The DIST table ranks are built for 
each row in order from n up to 1 so that at each row i there are at most log n ranks 
between rows i and n. When we build the ranks for row i, we assume that the ranks for 
row i + 1 are already available. For illustrative purposes, label each row i with n - i 
(Fig. 4). In the binary representation of each label, the ones indicate exactly the 
number and size of ranks between rows i and n. For example, for row n with label 0, 
there are 0 ranks. For row n - 7 with label 7 = Olll,, there are three ranks, the 
bottom rank of size 4, the next rank of size 2 and the top rank of size 1. Notice that for 
row n - 8, the next row up, the label is 8 = 1000Z and there is a single rank of size 
8 between this row and row n. 
The order of the construction of the ranks can be determined by examining the label 
bits from right to left, stopping after the first 1 is reached. Each time we build a rank 
from smaller ranks, the smaller ranks are discarded. Consider, again, the case of row 
n - 8. Reading the label from right to left, we encounter three zeros. The first indicates 
ROW 
1 
n-8 
n-7 
n-6 
n-4 
Fig. 4. Three ranks lie between rows n - 7 and n. 
LABEL 
n-l 
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a rank between rows n - 8 and n - 7 and the next a rank between rows n - 8 and 
n - 6. The last indicates a rank between rows n - 8 and n - 4. The 1 indicates a rank 
between rows n - 8 and n - 0, and this final rank is the only one not discarded. 
Lemma 3. Let G be an n x m edit graph with n < m. A sequence of DIST table ranks as 
described above can be constructed in time O(nmlog n) and space O(nm). 
Proof. By Lemma 2, the space for a table is 0 (the area it covers). Since smaller DIST 
tables are discarded, the tables are nonoverlapping. Therefore, the space is at most 
O(nm). Each table in a rank is square and is constructed from four smaller tables as in 
the algorithm of [l]. The time to build all the tables is equivalent o the time to build 
m/n tables of size n x n or O(mnlogn). 0 
5.2. Jumping values 
Finally, for an edit graph G of size n x m we show how to efficiently calculate, for 
each k, the best score to every node x E RBo beginning anywhere in rows k to n. 
The values can be computed by the following algorithm which is implemented with 
the ranks construction just described. Note especially that we interleave the jumping 
of scores with the rank table construction. This is a key idea which permits our gain in 
space complexity: 
Algorithm Jumps 
1. For each node x E RBo create a list VALUES(x). Initialize the score at the top of 
each list of be zero. 
2. For each row k from n up to 1 do 
(a) Build the rank tables for row k. 
(b) Starting with IN(y) = 0 for every node y in row k, compute OUT(x) for every 
node x E RBo by jumping values across the ranks using the method of Lemma 
1. (Nodes in RBo in rows 1, . . . . k - 1 get no values from this computation.) 
(c) At each node x E RBo, compare OUT(x) with the score at the top of 
VALUES(x). If OUT(x) is larger, add it to the top of VALUES(x). Otherwise, 
discard OUT(x) and add a duplicate of the previous score to the top. (This 
ensures that the scores are in nonincreasing order from the top.) 
Let a node x E RBo be in row n (or more generally x could also be in row k on the 
right edge of G). The final scores in VALUES(x) are the best scores to node x. The 
important point here is that the filling of VALUES(x) in step 2(c) serves as a check- 
point to guarantee that the scores are nonincreasing from the top. Therefore, the 
scores actually represent he best score obtained from a range of rows, rather than 
from a single row. The best score from rows 1 to n is on top, the best score from rows 
2 to n is next, etc. This becomes important in our final algorithm presented in the next 
section. 
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Theorem 4. Let G be an n x m edit graph with n < m. Using algorithm Jumps, for each 
k (1 < k < n), the best score to every node x E RBo beginning anywhere in rows k to n, 
can be calculated in time O(mnlog2 n) and space O(nm). 
Proof. Time: Building the ranks takes total time 0 (mn log n) (Lemma 3). Transferring 
values across one rank takes O(mlogn) time (Lemma 1). Each row i must transfer its 
values across at most logn ranks for a time of 0 (mlog2 n) per row. The time for all 
n rows is therefore 0(mnlog2n). 
Space: The space to store the ranks is 
VALUES(x) holds at most n scores. The 
6. An O(n2) space algorithm 
O(mn) (Lemma 3). Each of the n + m lists 
total space is therefore O(mn). Cl 
Here, we outline the 0(n2) space and 0(n2 log2 n) time algorithm. It has some of the 
flavour of an n2.510g0.sn time algorithm described in [2]. We adopt some of the 
nomenclature from that paper. 
Algorithm Best Scores 
l Partition the interval [n, l] into logn panels Pi of geometrically decreasing size 
(Fig. 5). The panels are [n, n/2], [n/2, n/4], . .., [2, l] with partition indices n/2’. 
Each partition index defines a rectangle Ri (T(l, n/2’) versus T(n/2’, n)) of the edit 
graph. 
% 
9 
n 
A _fl 
\ 
D 
\ 
T 
! B 
‘%$ 4 n 
k j 
a b 
Fig. 5. (a) Partition indices and rectangles: (b) step 1, scores from nodes in A to nodes in B. 
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l Run the Smith-Waterman algorithm [S] in each rectangle Ri of the edit graph. 
Each node saves its best score. 
l For each panel, Pi, i = logn, . . ., 1 do the following: Let [k, j] = [n/2’, n/(2’+ ’ )] and 
associate three parts of the edit graph with the panel: (1) the rectangular part, A, of 
rows k to j, (2) the rectangular part, B, of columns k to j, and (3) the triangular part, 
T. Also, associate a DIST table rank D. 
At this point, we have to compute four classes of scores. 
(1) Scores that originate in A and end in T. 
(2) Scores that originate in T and end in B. 
(3) Scores that originate in A and end in B. 
(4) Scores that originate and end in T. 
1. Class (2) and (3): Run algorithm Jumps on the n/2’ rows in A and T combined 
to get the best scores from nodes in A and T to row j. Although Jumps is described 
for rectangles, we can use appropriate weightings on the edges outside the lower 
triangle to preclude using those edges. 
Using DIST table rank D, jump the values on row j at the bottom of A to column 
k. We now have lists VALUES(x) for every node in the LT border of B. 
Run a variation of algorithm Jumps on the n/2’ columns in B. This time, we use 
Jumps to carry a set of scores on the LT border of B to a column in B. The variation 
builds the ranks for columns from k to j (i.e. from k to k + 1, from k to k + 2, etc.). 
At each iteration i, the top score in each list VALUES(x) is removed and used as the 
value IN(x). 
2. Class (1): Similar to step 1 above. Run algorithm Jumps on the n/2’ rows in 
A to get the best scores from nodes in A to column k. Then run the variation of 
Jumps on the n/2’ columns in T. (During iteration i, an appropriately large negative 
value can be used as IN(x) for x in rows 1,. .., i - 1.) 
3. Class (4): Recursively run Best Scores on the triangle T. 
4. Each node picks the best of 
(1) the scores computed in steps 1, 2 or 3 above and 
(2) the score from the Smith-Waterman algorithm. 
l Pick the best score over all the nodes. 
Note again that the scores in VALUES(x) represent the best score from a 
range of rows. When we run the variation of Jumps to carry scores out to 
column i, we do not want to jump individual scores from each of rows i to 
j because this would take too long. Instead, we already have the single best 
score from the entire range of rows i to j in each of the nodes on column k. We only 
need to jump one score from each of these nodes to column i, thus preserving our time 
bounds. 
Theorem 5. Algorithm Best Scores runs in time 0 (n’ log* n) and space O(n’) assuming 
the DIST table ranks D for all the panels can be constructed in these bounds. 
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Proof. The algorithm operates on a sequence of triangles of geometrically decreasing 
area. Excluding the DIST table ranks D, the time and space recursions are 
log n
T(n)<t(n)+ c T 
0 
; 3 
i=l 
log n 
S(n) < s(n) + c s ; 7 
i=l 0 
where t(n) and s(n) are respectively (within just the largest triangle) the time for the 
Smith-Waterman algorithm in the rectangles plus the time for algorithm Jumps (steps 
1 and 2) and the space for the ranks and the lists. 
For the largest rectangle, the time for Smith-Waterman is O(r?) and the time for 
Jumps is O(n’ log’ n). Since the rectangles and panels are of geometrically decreasing 
size, t(n) = 0(n2 + n210g2 n). Similarly, s(n) is 0(n2) since the DIST tables we con- 
struct within the panels (for steps 1 and 2) never overlap. The solution 
O(n’log’n) and for S(n) is 0(n2). 0 
7. Constructing the DIST table ranks D 
then for T(n) is 
In this section, we show how to construct the DIST table ranks D in the time and 
space bounds of Theorem 5. 
Theorem 6. The DIST table ranks D can be constructed in O(n’logn) time and 0(n2) 
space. 
Proof. Consider first the original lower triangular graph. We start with the rank for 
the smallest panel Plog n. Note that each table in this rank has size 2. We can build this 
rank, and then complete algorithm Best Scores for the smallest panel. Then, and this is 
the key point, we can use the rank for panel Plogn to build the rank for the next largest 
panel piog n - I and then discard the rank for panel Plogn. We will never use it again. 
Each table in the new rank has size 4, so we can use the algorithm of [l] as in Lemma 
3. Continuing on in this way, the time for all the tables is O(n’logn), the time to build 
the largest rank. We discard smaller tables after we use them to build the next largest 
tables, so the tables are nonoverlapping. Since the recursively processed triangles are 
geometrically decreasing in area, the total space is O(n2). 0 
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